A numerical method for calculation of the generalized Chakalov-Popoviciu quadrature formulae of Radau and Lobatto type, using the results given for the generalized ChakalovPopoviciu quadrature formula, is given. Numerical results are included. As an application we discuss the problem of approximating a function / on the finite interval / = [a, b] by a spline function of degree m and variable defects d v , with n (variable) knots, matching as many of the initial moments of/ as possible. An analytic formula for the coefficients in the generalized Chakalov-Popoviciu quadrature formula is given.
Introduction
Let dk(t) be a nonnegative measure on the real line K, with compact or infinite support supp (dX), for which all moments , which is exact for all algebraic polynomials of degree at most 2(s + l)n -l, was considered firstly by P. Turan (see [20] ), in the case when dk(t) =dt on [-1, 1] . The case with a weight function, dk(t) = co{t)dt on the interval [a, b] , has been considered by the Italian mathematicians Ossicini, Ghiizzetti, 430 Miodrag M. Spalevic [2] Guerra and Rosati, and also by Chakalov, Stroud, Stancu, lonescu, Pavel, etc. (see [15] for references).
The nodes x v in (1.1) must be zeros of a (monic) polynomial n n {t) which minimizes the integral F = F ( a o , a l t . . . , a n _ x ) = f n n ( 
L
Polynomials n n (t) which satisfy this new type of orthogonality "power orthogonality" are known as s-orthogonal (or s-self associated) polynomials with respect to the measure dk(t). For s = 0 w e have the standard case of orthogonal polynomials.
Let n e N and let a = a n = (s u s 2 , • •., s n ) be a sequence of nonnegative integers. A generalization of the Gauss-Turan quadrature formula (1.1) to rules having nodes with arbitrary multiplicities was given, independently, by Chakalov [2, 3] and Popoviciu [17] .
In this case, it is important to assume that the nodes r v (= T^"' a) ) are ordered, say ti < r 2 < • • • < r n , T U e supp (dk), ( , has the maximum degree of exactness ./R , [3] Chakalov-Popoviciu quadratures of Radau and Lobatto type 431
The last orthogonality conditions correspond to (1.2). The existence of such quadrature rules has been proved by Chakalov [2] , Popoviciu [17] and Morelli and Verna [16] and existence and uniqueness subject to (1.3) by Ghizzetti and Ossicini [10] . [21] . He applied his process to the Legendre case. When n and s increase, the process becomes numerically unstable.
In [12] (see also [8] ) a numerical procedure for stably calculating the nodes z v in (1.1) was proposed. In [8] a numerical procedure for stably calculating the coefficients A,:," in (1.1) was also proposed. Some alternative methods were proposed in [11, 19] and [14] (see also [18] ). In [15] the methods from [8, 14] for calculating the coefficients A/p in (1.1) were generalized to be able to handle those in (1.4). A simple numerical method for stably calculating the nodes z v in (1.4) has been considered recently in [13] . For all calculations in this paper we shall use the methods from [13, 15] The operator E can be applied to the functions u{t) 6 AC L~x [a, b] , obtaining the function (defined almost everywhere):
We associate with the operator E the reduced operators Let K(t, $•) be the so-called Cauchy resolvent kernel, which is (as a function of /) the particular solution of the homogeneous equation E(w) = 0 which satisfies, at the point £, the initial conditions: [5] Chakalov- 
R{u) = / u(t)w(t) dt-
"*" A=0 i=l
null when u is a solution of the homogeneous linear differential equation E(u) = 0, then there are / -1 uniquely determined solutions cp\ (t),..., (pi-i(t) of the differential equation E*(cp) = w which, together with (po(t) and cpi(t) given by

= -f *(£, t)w(^) d$, <p,(t) = f
Ja Jl
Having fixed the nodes x { , x 2 , ..., x t and the linear differential operator E, we may write the quadrature formula (2. 
The answer is given by the following theorem (see [ [7]
If this problem has no non-trivial solutions [whence L < IL -Yl'i=i PiJ
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Therefore, (2.2) is possible if and only if
are satisfied and this shows that the nodes x v must coincide with the zeros of the polynomial n n<a {t) of the a-orthogonal system relative to the measure
With such a choice of the nodes (2.2) is unique since, with the notation of Theorem 2.2, we have
Similarly, we can conclude that (2.1) exists and it is necessarily unique. In the following, we shall put p = m = q, without loss of generality.
Calculation of the formulae (2.1), (2.2)
We give two lemmas, which give a connection between the generalized ChakalovPopoviciu quadrature (1.4) and the corresponding formulae of Radau and Lobatto type. 
*For example, this holds if d\j/(t) is nonnegative (or nonpositive).
, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144618110001261X [8] where Similarly we can prove the following lemma. In Table 4 .1 the nodes T V of the corresponding Chakalov-Popoviciu quadrature formula (1.4), fora = (0, 3, 1, 2, 1), n = 5, are given. Jo V Ff or some n,a,m. In Table 4 .5 the relative errors Re of these calculations are given.
dk(t) = [(b -t)(t -a)] m+l dijf(t), the nodes
Numerical results
As an example we consider the Chebyshev measure dx//(t) = dt/^/t -
An application-Moment-preserving spline approximation with variable defects on finite intervals
Let z' + be z\ if z > 0, and 0, if z < 0. In this section we discuss the case of approximating a function / = / (t) on some given finite interval / = In this section we shall reduce our problems to CT-orthogonality and generalized Chakalov-Popoviciu quadratures by restricting the class of functions / .
In order to reduce our problems (5.2) and (5.3) to a-orthogonality, we have to put Error analysis. Similarly as in [5] , following [7] , we can prove the following statement regarding the error of spline approximations. and REMARK C. The formula (6.1) has been used for numerical calculation of the coefficients A itV in (1.4) (see [15] ). The expression (6.2) may be of interest for theoretical considerations. For example, the term L
x -t • dk(x)
is similar to the associated polynomials of the second kind (or the numerator polynomials) corresponding to the ordinary orthogonal polynomials (see [4, p. 86] ). (In the case of 5j = s 2 = • • • = s n = 0 it is precisely that.) [19] Chakalov-Popoviciu quadratures of Radau and Lobatto type 447
